Strategies for loading dendritic cells with hepatitis C NS5a antigen and inducing protective immunity.
Dendritic cell (DC)-based vaccination strategies are promising for the treatment of cancers and infectious diseases including hepatitis C virus (HCV). As the induction of T cell-mediated immune responses by DC vaccination is highly dependent on efficient antigen loading of the DCs, the purpose of this study was to identify an optimal nonviral DC loading strategy for HCV NS5a. Furthermore, the efficacy of immunization with the NS5a-loaded DCs in comparison to plasmid encoding NS5a and NS5a protein was evaluated. Transfection of DCs with mRNA was most efficient with close to 100% of DCs expressing NS5a, whereas approximately 10% of protein-pulsed DCs and <1% of plasmid-transfected DCs expressed NS5a, suggesting remarkably different loading efficiencies. Vaccination of mice with NS5a mRNA-transfected DCs or NS5a protein-pulsed DCs resulted in significantly stronger CD4(+) and CD8(+) T-cell responses and protection from challenge with vaccinia virus expressing NS3/NS4/NS5, in comparison to vaccination with NS5a DNA-transfected DCs, plasmid encoding NS5 or rNS5a protein formulated with alum. Furthermore, vaccination with NS5a mRNA-transfected DCs was superior to vaccination with rNS5a-pulsed DCs. These data have important clinical implications, with mRNA-transfected DCs providing a safe and effective vaccination strategy against hepatitis C and possibly other pathogens.